
Transilvania Rally, the first stage of TER series 2017

The most important motorsport event in the modern Cluj history will take place 
from 4 to 6 May 2017, when the city and county will host the first stage of this 
year's  Tour European Rally (TER). Under the already proven brand Rally 
Transylvania, Cluj will open the TER Championship. 

After two years of preparation, Tour European Rally had "year zero" in 2016, and this 
season is considered by developers as the first one focused on competition, wich will be 
closely linked to the promotion of local tourism and regional traditions specific. TER series 
begins with the stage of Cluj, BT Transylvania Rally powered by Ford (4-6 May), 
organized jointly with Napoca Rally Academy, followed by the famous Ypres Rally in 
Belgium (23 to 24 June). The third contest TER  will be Rali Vinho da Madeira (Portugal, 
August 3 to 5), followed by the  Austrian Rallye Skoda Lienzen (29 -30 September) and then
the event moves to Switzerland, with the Rallye International du Valais. TER final stage this 
year will take place in Italy with Tuscan Rally Rewind (November 24 to 26).

Two of the top teams in international motorsport, Toyota and Hyundai have already 
announced their participations in TER series, rally promoter Luca Grilli said. Also, the 
multiple European champions Giandomenico Basso and Luca Rosetti (both Italians) will 
participate in the competition. The France champion Sylvian Michel and the Czech 
champion Jaroslav Orsak are, as well, expected in Cluj. The double national champion of 
Romania and de world junior champion, Simone Tempestini is the public`s favorite.

In terms of sports, BT Transilvania Rally powered by Ford is the first rally of TER, and 
second in the Dunlop National Rally Championship of Romania (CNR). The first four 
special stages will take place on Friday, May 5, as follows: Tarnita (about 25 km), Belis 1 
(about 14 km), Rasca (22 km)  and Floresti (about 7.2 km).

On Saturday, May 6th, will have another nine special stages  and a super special stage  in 
the following order: Happiness Valley 1 (about 10 km) Belis 2 (14 km) Manastireni 1 ( 9 
km), Dangau 1 (12 km), Floresti 2 (7,2km), Floresti 3 (7.2 km),  Happiness Valley (10 km), 
Manastireni 2 (9 km)  and Dangau 2 -Power Stage  (12 km).

For those who cannot reach the special stages of  BT Transilvania Rally powerd by Ford,
the delight will be on Saturday afternoon, when the rally will be end with a spectacular 
super special stage around Cluj Arena. 

In addition to competition stages of BT Transylvania Rally powered by Ford, Cluj 
audience will participate to a series of events related to motorsport. Thus, on the esplanade 
of Cluj Arena - which will be the location of rally headquarter and press center -  can be 
pursued culinary traditional event, made by a famous chef in Cluj, Adi Hadean with pilots 
participating in the rally, different sport demonstrations, attempts record breaking and lots 
of activities for children.

Here are the main actors involved in rally implementation thoughts before the 
event:

Dan Tarcea, deputy mayor of Cluj-Napoca: Sports budget allocated by the municipality 
this year is 18% higher than last year. We decided to support financially this rally because 



we are sure that will bring a plus for Cluj community. We support this year also the 
European Gymnastics Championship, Karate Championship, Basketball national team 
matches, so we can say that this year, Cluj became the capital of Romanian sport.

Luca Grilli, promoter and organizer TER: Tour European Rally is a project born in 2014 
when we decided to merge forces - we were promoters in the ERC (European Rally 
Championship) in 2011 and 2012 - and create something different that other rallies. We set 
out to create, step by step, a concept that brings excellence in rally. Excellence in locations 
where the events TER are taking places, excellence in competitions and creating events. We 
wanted not a simple rally, but a broader concept, with many events around the rally through
which to promote the rally sites, the tourism in the area and the traditions. I live in Romania
for more than three years, I love this country. I know Marco Tempestini more than 20 years 
and I chose Cluj and Transylvania Rally  location for the rally itself and for what can be 
transformed in the future. 

Marco Tempestini, rally organizer, manager Napoca Rally Academy: It was our old 
desire to put Cluj on an European rally map. TER has given us this opportunity this year. 
Together with local authorities, which gave us a very important support, we have decided 
that we can organize an event of this scale. We’ve singed the three years contract with TER.
It is already a high demand from foreign competitors, will therefore be an impressive team 
of Romanian and foreign journalists in Cluj with a large media coverage. 


